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Anthony Morganti’s Step-by-Step Lightroom Processing 
More Details in this Video: https://youtu.be/_iChoLd1-os 

Preface 
I have my Lightroom setup so that when I import images, Lens Corrections are applied 
automatically and all other settings are set to zero, or their default position. I have a 
video explaining how to set this up. You can watch it here: https://youtu.be/
pcrMAJDUd4o  

VERY IMPORTANT: I don’t have a step for local adjustments — that is the Brush, 
Radial Filter, Graduated Filter, Spot Removal and Red-eye removal — that is because I 
do those adjustments anytime during my workflow and it can vary from image to 
image, depending on what the processing demands.  

Step 1 
Crop and straighten the image, if needed. 

Step 2 
I’ll pick the profile I’ll be using, adjust white balance if needed then adjust five sliders: 
Exposure, Highlights, Shadows, Whites, Blacks.  

Step 3 
I jump down to the detail tab and remove color and luminance noise.  

Step 4 
Next I add contrast usually via the Tone Curve but at times via the Contrast Slider. I will 
then remove haze with the Dehaze Slider, if needed. 

Step 5 
Next I affect structure via the Clarity and Texture Sliders, in that order. If you watch my 
video on how to sharpen and reduce noise in an image, here: https://youtu.be/
mZV38QDo388 you’ll know that I consider Clarity and Texture to be part of sharpening 
hence,  after I do Clarity then do Texture, I jump down to the detail tab and sharpen the 
image.  

Step 6 
Color is next. I will adjust Vibrance and/or Saturation as needed then jump down to the 
HSL tab to adjust the individual colors as needed.  
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Step 7 
I rarely use Split-Toning but if I did, it would be now. Also I don’t often do much in the 
Calibration tab but again, if needed, I would do that in this step. Finally, if my image has 
buildings or verticals or horizontals that need to be straightened, I would go to the 
Calibration tab and take care of that now.  

Step 8 
I finish the processing off with a vignette that is found in the Effects tab.  

Step 9 
I export the image as needed.
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